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Database Security (VIEWS) 
 
Consider the supplier-and-Parts database schema 
 
S(S#, SNAME, STATUS, CITY) 
P(P#, PNAME, COLOR, WEIGHT, CITY) 
SP(S#, P#, QTY) 
 
An instance of the database: 
 
S (suppliers)              SP (supplies – parts) 
 
S# SNAME STATUS CITY 
S1 Smith 20 London 
S2 Jones 10 Paris 
S3 Blake 30 Paris 
S4 Clark 20 London 
S5 Adams 30 Athens 
 
P (parts) 
 
P# PNAME COLOR WEIGHT CITY 
P1 Nut Red 12 London 
P2 Bolt Green 17 Paris 
P3 Screw Blue 17 Rome 
P4 Screw Red 14 London 
P5 Cam Blue 12 Paris 
P6 Cog Red 19 London 
 
 

Note: Before you create the below views, you have to create the above database 
and insert all data into its tables. 

 
a. Simple View  

 
 
1. Write a simple view called simple_view  that displays supplier number, name and 

status for those who are located either in Paris or Athens? 
2. Once you create simple_view, test it by retreiving data based on conditions. For 

example: 
a. List the supplier names from simple_view  for those who are located in Paris? 
b. List the supplier number for those who have status equalt to 30? 
c. Try to insert one record to simple_view 
d. Change the status of records = 30 to 40 inside simple_view   
e. Discard simple_view  from the database 
 

3. Write a simple view called part_view to display part name, weight and city for all parts 
who are red and their weights exceeds 13 ? 

 
 

b. Complex View  
 
 

1. Create a view called complex_view  to display supplier name and city for those who 
suuplied either nut or screw and live in London? Secure your view against adding, 
updating or deleting new values, hint : use check option constraint? 

S# P# QTY 
S1 P1 300 
S1 P2 200 
S1 P3 400 
S1 P4 200 
S1 P5 100 
S1 P6 100 
S2 P1 300 
S2 P2 400 
S3 P2 200 
S4 P2 200 
S4 P4 300 
S4 P5 400 
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2. Once you create complex_view, test it by retreiving data based on conditions. For 
example: 

a. List the supplier names from the complex_view? 
b. List the supplier name and city for those supply screw 
c. Try to insert one record to complex_view 
d. Change the city from london to Leeds in the complex_view 
e. Remove all records who has part number “P1” from the complex_view 
f. Discard the complex_view  from the database 
 

3. Create a view called s2s5_view to diaplay supplier numbers for suppliers who supply at 
least one part supplied by supplier “S2” or “S5”. Secure your view against all DML 
opperations and make it for display purpose only 

 


